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and improve the quality of our teaching by infusing into
it a large admixture of the intellectual.”

Thus says a

TsZtFo?* musician must he
as the naval authorities seek to pre

teacher, an earnest, conscientious teacher. He continues .
“ Bnt they do not tell us how to think ont ideas. My
own training, unfortunately, was not such as to develop
the mental powers systematically and to inculcate the
What can I do to

A WRITER in a secular newspa
A writer m
..
f
defect in music is the necessity

compensate for this lack in my education ? ”
The mental powers increase in possibilities by exer¬

tions by performing t cub
music as it is to read books, Beett

cise. It is a good habit at least once a day to take np
some thonght, the outgrowth of a difficulty that must he

be as P°Pnlar “
ff noTirahs
Such a condition s
t
,i

habit of logical, coherent thinking.

lightened, an obstacle to be surmounted, and concen¬
trate the mind upon it, brood over it, not only for a few
iutes one day, but longer,
longer, and
and every day, until some
minutes
_;
.1
it has been perceived.

1 iifk 1

CTVl— mind works
vuorlrO according
SPPfirdlllff tO
The
to

'her© 19 ft witie uiuciv
]angnage.

1“ the latter

thought; we are fami lar "i ^ ^

1-defined rules, but must have a starting-point. This
he idea to be brooded over. The results come from

various words in use’^
Up a definite thongiit an<
n

chain of ideas which is gradually forged by the mind

tion,—the necessity o I"'r

en at work. Thus, not only is mental discipline
mgthened, bnt useful ideas are evolved. If you want

deny that a charm is
pr0se by the reading o

^

ught you must seek for it, and the trained mind is

derstanding of the t mug

e to find it more readily. If a teacher is in earnest
mt his work, he can pnt himself in his work and take
work into his own life in but one way, and that is by

time?
t it is
yet musicians know ia ^
position, if not with
e san^ ^

i higher powers given to him by the Creator.
.
.
*
*
*

great facility. Mam ar
_
tion is made, to those of ou^read
this faculty to any ex^tba

jn
’e , c

The war with Spain, which, at the time of writing,

recognized value in P

imson the point of closing, has been an education for
r People in many ways. The magnificent record of
r navy has created a great interest in our nautical affairs,

onghly, measure y *
B
mem0ri7.ing it, ana yzin ^ deve
possible, always stn i g^ beard

Peeially in onr warships, their construction and mainteuce. Two vital factors in a warship are speed and ar-

duction of:ha!,: 17 read, a
tion will be eas
per

ament. But it is found that the speed which a ship
able to attain immediately after launching becomes

appreciating music
oped and strengthened

eaEy reduced after the vessel has been at sea for a

gome, but the many

ue, especially if the voyage be in the warmer waters.

they should, for it is

marine growth develops on the hnlls of the vessels
>d retards free motion through the water. Barnacles
e the hngbear of the navigator, who knows that in
me of war his safety and that of his command, per>ps important national interests, may depend npon the
)eed of his vessel.
Is it not possible to draw an analogy between a war-

pl

^

nga

. *

,
Ko vnlc
“MUST the poplar ™chat^
ponnded at one of the

”hitb nst
country.
A|luu 6

great

May festivals given in Cincinnati as his most

important achievements, but such concerts should return
at frequent and regular intervals as a necessary part of
the life in every great American city.

In every smaller

town good recitals by good artists should be a staple of
the intellectual market.

CULTIVATE THE LOVE OF NATURE.
BY J. S. VAN CLEVK.
When Anton Seidl was a young man, about twentytwo years of age, he was private secretary to Richard
Wagner.

ing space.

They cost more than regular styles.

A. E. U.—Sherwood’s (Rev. L. H. Sherwood) “ Method of Theory
and Harmony” consists of a synopsis of harmony, a rhythm chart,
church music, outlining a thorough bass system, and some etudes’
The work is entirely out of print.
A. E. P.—1. We think that if you write to the official journal of the
Federation of Women’s Clubs, “ The Club Woman,” Boston, Mass.,
you will be able to get a manual for organization of musical clubs.’
The Chicago Amateur Musical Club, Miss Katherine D. Krlefe, Sec¬
retary, 440 Dearborn Avenue, Chicago, is a flourishing club, and no
doubt you could get a copy of their constitution and by-laws by
writing to the address given.
2. In “ The Masters and their Music,” by W. S. B. Mathews, you
will find some valuable help in making up programs. This book is
intended to aid clubs in their regular and concert work.

The great master was only able to work at the

high tension necessary for his creative labor three hours
a day.
During this time he secluded himself like a
religions devotee.
In the afternoon, like Beethoven, he took long walks
in the open air, for musicians—at any rate, great ones—
love nature as intensely as poets and painters do.

-

-

’

-AMUOIC.

regards Chinese music, there is a book published by the Chines*
Government, in English, that can probably be obtained in am
large public library. For Hindu music the volume bv Sir Willian
Jones is still considered to be the best authority. Wallaschefe’
“Primitive Music" contains some specimens of Asiatic music
Hatherly s
Byzantine Music” also contains some quaint sped
mens.—Zotti* C. Elson.
y

Mr. Seidl said that during these long strolls Wagner
took him along, but remained for the most part silent
and answered all questions rather testily.
The young student should emulate the great master
by steeping his soul in the holy river of beautiful phe¬
nomena which we call nature.

Gage yourself not by

the accuracy with which you can detect the singer’s
wrongly placed tones or the certainty with which you
can find the pianist’s dropped notes for him, nor yet by
the nicety of your balance of criticism with which you
can weigh symphonies or operas ; but gage yourself as
the violin is estimated, by the sensitiveness with which
your natnre responds to the thrill of beauty.

—WheB a child can play three pieces well and from

Edward Baxter Perry on playing two notes against three. If yo
files extend back so far, you will find the article very valuable.
E D.-Wc know of but one school for piano and organ tuning
connected with the New England Conservatory of Mus
Boston. Tuning can also be learned in a factory, but progress
slower than in the school mentioned. A man who works hfrd a,
has some aptitude for the business can learn it in a school year
September to June. Sometimes a good tuner who has a great dj
of work will take au assistant and teach him the business. V
recommend the school as the best method.
,„hi1Le,P^>li8herc0f,t,hiS j0Ur“aI Ca" 8Upp,y severaI bo»^ on t
subject, if you Should desire them:
The Piano: Scientific Tec
nical and Practical Instructions relating to Tuning, Rogu’latin
and Toning/’ Splllane, 31.00. “ Practical Piano Tutor/’Mos^
25 cents.
Construction, Tuning, and Care of the Plano » No

ptao°Tuuer’”25 —"- -

one of them, and without playing any of them correctly

L. C. B.—Yes, children should learn to count aloud. If they t
to count silently, the first difficulty in the notation or some distra
tion from without will make them forget to count and ti
inaccurate work, whereas, if they counfatou^ Lr w^T.
hat time to omitted. It does about as much good for the teach

and tastefully.—A'n.ssner.

^count for the pupil as it would if the former should eat the latte.

memory, with a thorough understanding of them, the
pupil has learned more than if he or she could play a
number of pretty pieces without understanding a single

use of to advantage. Where there is no pedal bass it is not alwa
feasible to spare a hand for the manipulation of the registers. Ther
fore many cabinetorgaus have a second so-called knee-swell, which
effect throws on or off these registers. With this equipment t
actual movement of t he registers by the hand may be mostly di
pensed with.

F. J. D.—-It is the consensus of opinion of the most emine
teachers of string instruments played with the bow, especially th
violin, viola, and ’cello, that it is impossible for any one to learn
play really well if the study of the instrument is commenced aft
the student has attained his majority. To make a really artist
player the proper age to commence is between six and te
although there are exceptional cases of students making goo
progress and acquiring considerable technic, who commenced as la
as sixteen or eighteen, but rarely later. Few movements of the ar
are so complicated or call into play so many complex muscul
movements as the action of the arm in bowing a string instrumen
in such manner as to produce a tone at once pure, smooth, an
strong, and for this reason the years of muscular training to accom
plish it must be those of childhood and youth, while the muscle
and bones are soft and pliable, and the joints loose, and on
“ grows ” to the instrument, so to speak. Of course, it is possible
learn a little on the violin at any age in life, but even comparativ
mastery of the instrument is hopeless after the student is out of h
teen8.

L. M. G.—1. In playing hymn tunes on the piano for singing, you
object should be to support and prompt the singers. For this
strong and energetic touch is required, and it goes without sayni
that chords struck with all tones together can be given out mne
more forcibly than the broken chords used by some players.
use of and excuse for the broken chord is that it enables one t
bring out the upper or melody part with more power aud clear®®
than the others. Used sparingly and for special effects, it is leg*1
mate and useful, especially in the prelude to the singing. In *6°
accompaniment it is of doubtful value. In general, the
any tune should be legato, and should be so played in prelude.
J
average congregation, however, drags the tempo of its hymn- u
very much, and the organist or pianist is quite justified inp®!1
rather staccato as the only means of keeping the tune in motion.
2. It is impossible to give a definite answer to your question as
the reason for the moaning of your pipe-organ when the win
passing out. It would seem at first blush that the moaningo
organ resulted from the torturing it had just received froD1
player. The second explanation suggesting itself would
phenomenon the despairing search after the “ lost chord.” *»
ever, neither of these may be a supposable case, the next an P
able solution of the mystery that is the bellows is at fault,
^
ing occurring just as the bellows is emptying. A judicious
tion of machine-oil may remedy the trouble. If not, you vrl
^
to call in au expert to examine the instrument. The waters
always be turned on slightly until the bellows is full,then a
head.

Dash will frequently carry every difficulty before it.
Then repeat the passage cautiously, picking up all the
notes previously dropped. The teacher should encour¬
age rather than scold.
Frequently, too, it will he
helpful for the teacher to play the right-hand part octave
thus making a duet.

lesson, and have your youngest pupil able to play all the

The vehicle is the same—mechanically speaking—bn

major scales in a short time, and understand them, too,

the ideal conception is lacking, and, for this reason

and then later on the minor scales can be taken up in
a similar manner.

alone, the ideal in art can never lie encompassed by
purely mechanical action.

The Rhythmic Sense.

the Louvre, and was impressed with the perfect repro¬

LOUIS C. ELSON.

ductive work of a copyist who was always found copying
a certain painting of Murillo.

I can remember that while in Paris I frequently visited

This may act as a tonic and brace

up the scholar like the teacher’sbaud under the breast of
the swimmer or on the seat of the bicycle.

There is probahly no human being whose mind is

normal who is devoid of a sense of musical rhythm
Technic.
.MADAME A. PUPIN.
There are many teachers who affect to despise the

claims of technic, who ridicule the idea of being mathe¬
matically exact about the movements up and down of
the fingers, who disdain the use of the metronome and
speak slightingly of the attempt to attain a speed of 800
or more notes a minute. Some of these teachers have
been heard to say, “There is too much talk about
techn.c. I teach my pupils to play with expression from
the beginning.”
All this is absurd. Technical skill is necessary to
execute any piece, and if it can not be properly executed
how can the expression be satisfactory ?
A finished
technic is imperative for the performance of the best
compositions, but the technic should be so perfect that
it is lost sight of altogether. When a pianist wishes to

It

is not too much to say that rhythm is the chief natural
element m music, and that those who affect to despise
nythtn are attempting to deprive music of its very

him in conversation, during which I learned that he bad

foundation.

that one master work.

Occasionally, as in Schumann’s “Euse-

bius ” a great composer can deliberately abnegate clear
rhythm to attain some especial result (dreamy introspec¬
tion in this instance), but at the best it is a hazardous
experiment.

Conflicting rhythms are also only permis-

w
0r,°e.^r effeCtS’ 38 the *na'e
‘he second act of
Wagner s
The Mastersingers of Nuremberg, ” for a riot
acene ; the three rhythms of the hall music in Mozart’s

lie should lie unconscious of the technical part for the
technic is not the end and aim of the piece, but only the
means to the end.

The new education finds exact and

scientific methods of study, the shortest way to attain
the objects of study.
Two teachers went to hear De Pachmann
First
teacher gave a great deal of attention to pupils’ technic
Second teacher was stoutly opposed to the waste of time
over much technic, and claimed that this time could be
1 letter utilized by giving the attention to the interpreta¬
tion.

been doing no other work for several years past bnt copy

So perfect had he become in its

every detail that it wanted nothing lint the halo o

inspiration which surrounded the original to make it
a masterpiece.

So also it is, and ever must be in music. We may
become clever copyists by imitating the mannerisms and

qualities of others, but to become an original we must
develop our own intuitive perceptions and conceptions.

Don G.ovanm” (|, J, and I), to imitate the bustle of

To my thinking, technics—pure and simple—have as

estivity ; the two rhythms of soldiers’and students’
choruses in Berlioz’s “Damnation of Faust,” to give
he burly burly of street life outside of the dwelling of

important a psychological phase as mechanical, and to

that two-sided development belongs the awakening ol

the forsaken Gretchen ; but all of these things are
abnormal and not to be mistaken as rules

An artist can evidence his purity of tonal conception
in the most uninteresting of finger exercises. Why,

eve^the6
even the lowe

therefore, shonld not the student be made to realize the
fact, and study (or rather develop) tone quality right in

give bis conception of a composition heshould find noth¬
ing between his thought and its realization. In playing

The excellence of his work excited both my admira¬
tion and cariosity to such an extent that I finally engaged

^
bodie8’
animals come under the influence of

ythmic impulse ; when we are told that dogs, horses

The1''18’ 8Pidr etCM “l0Ve mUSic’” we W

filKrUui
find that they are simply sensitive to rhythms and
..thiag at
for ,h, w, of pragrJT'"
“™

latent and intuitive tone instinct.

these so-called “dry-as-dust exercises?”
The same simple exercise can be made the vehicle for
all varieties of tone production and dynamic qualities,
and it is the best teacher who produces these varied
results with the least technical material.

Vacation Work.
K. A. SMITH.

As a rule, pupils who have studied music through the

The good old days when to acquire technic it was con¬
sidered necessary to wade through all of Plaidy, Czerny,
Cramer, dementi, etal, is, I am glad to observe, the
almost obsolete theory of past decads and generationsCondensation with concentration and conservation 0

De Pachmann played a Chopin program : dainty

energies is the modem watchword, and fortunate is H>e

ethereal melodies enriched by fairy embroideries. Find

----wssrd

teacher—more fortunate the pupils—who is thoroughly
in touch with its theories aud possibilities.

will need, at any rate, to acquire a certain freedom of
the hands for the performance of all kinds of musical
passages.

I or this Mason's arpeggios and two-finger

exercises will be invaluable if intelligently applied ;
yon will have to acquire accuracy in observing the notes'
and times in music, and then you will have to make
your fingers perform

them.

“Studies in

Musical

Rhythm,” by Edgar L. Justis (50 cents) deals directly
with this subject.
J

When she cah do the cadences in those chords in one
position, then let her take the chords in different posi¬
tions ; and then, in order to play the melody easily, let
her play straight through the hymn melody alone, just
as she would like to sing it; then let her play the melody
and the bass together, and finally all the parts.

All this

in addition to your previous direction to play a little
more slowly.

I would say this is all that is necessary.

for her German experience but a mechanical routine, in
adequate to the requirements of modern piano-playing

The musical life is crushed out of her ; her confidenc

in herself is gone, and she can no longer play even
simple pieces in public without breaking down and mak¬
ing a pitiable spectacle of herself.

What is worse, sh

does not seem to realize that she has got harm and no

good out of this pedantic, martinet grind of mechanics

She has been completely overborne by the arrogance o

If you will write me what you can play now and what
yon have difficulty in playing, I can then give you .some
further information.

I will say, however, that it seems to me unfortunate
to load up the inhabitants of India with four or five
hundred gospel hymns ; I should think that from sixtv
to eighty good ones would be a great deal better, or at

chanical methods by the euphonious name of “thorough¬

real thoroughness in music teaching which does not de¬

qmlsm?1 y°U ki“dly he'P "ie ’**

any rate, kinder to the heathen. Thus, however, is a
detail that is really not in my department.

lhe following re-

,.~V

1 Ilaye “ popll thirty-five years of age, has very
stiff joints is willing to work, but is not strong, nor is
she fond of music ; was a missionary in India and in¬
tendsgoing back in one year and a half, and wishes to
be able to play tour or five hundred hymns to be used
in the work there. I have very little trouble in teaching
her the time and accent and reading; but the tone *
hard, and there is not the smoothness there ought to be •
she is very nervous and will make mistakes even before
L7n ,'auU7\ She Mya 8he was always so, even in
good health
I have ml vised her, when she has learned
a piece, to play right through a hymn, no matter W
many mistakes, and to have the feeling that if she dZ
make a mistake it will not cause anything very dreadfaT
She says since that she does not make so man/misake'
nor ,s she so nervous. I also tell her to j.lay aiowlv’
ami have given her the following exercises: Five-S
exercises, using the weak finger the most; scales S
and minor and chromatic ; exercises in thirds (double
notes). All these I have her play without lifting hands
or arm, but raising one finger when the next key i^
*"”■ «"> - "«"< « £
“Double notes and octaves played by raising hand well
at the wrist and arm s ightly raised at the same time
Octaves (broken) and chords and arpeggios and ex
ercises for separating the fingers.
'
’ ana ex'
“ We have gone slowly over all this and a number of
hymns in about ten months ; it takes a
for her to learn. Would not some simple studieTsuU
well now ? She does not want to buy much mush? it
is piano she uses and intends to play.

With reference to the second pupil, whose fingers are
weak I do not know anything except the use of Mason’s
two finger exercises for elastic touch, and numbers of
chord exercises, with rather strongly set and curved
[heT"8-' ’ f
u!" gni<lllalIy Stren8then ^em so that
these joints will not bend in ; it is merely a sign of
weakness, and will disappear in time
With reference to your third question, as to how one
,° ®“rn he8e m°dern t0nches- 1 wil1 say that the
first volume of “Touch and Technic,” by Dr. Mason
speaks of touch as treated in a new way, and is continued m the fourth volume, which treats^ octoves and
While, in my opinion, there are rather too many exp anations in the beginning of the first volume, experi¬
ence has shown that careful readers, who will attend to
the diagrams and cautions, can learn to use these touch!
that^of all rheh°nt .fl,rt?er assistance- I should think
at,
all the people who come to me after studying all

"“k'
from

8nCCeed perfectly.
other third fail
not paying attention. All there is in the

2
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■
the playmg apparatus as the gravitv of the

her German teachers, and dignifies their wooden, me¬
ness. ”

She seems to be unaware that there can be no

velop and foster the musical life of the pupil and give
him (or her) the ability to interpret music.

In short,

she has accepted her machine made German teachers at

their own estimate of themselves, and doesn’t appear
even to know that her musical life has been spoiled.

Men and brethren, is it not about time that live,
progressive

American

teachers,

pupils,

and patrons

should emancipate themselves from the worship of the
German fetich ? The simple truth is that there is better

teaching done to-day in America than is done anywhere
in Germany.

The German militarism pervades German

teaching. It is mechanical, pedantic, martinet-like,
wooden. And I know of numerous German teachers
who have brought these soul-killing methods to this
country, and who, by their conceit and arrogance, make
the unthinking believe in them and in their work.
There is no greater humbug in the musical world to day
than the German martinet trained in the methods of the
Stuttgart Conservatory or of some similar school. The
time was when we in America had much to learn from
the Germans. That time is passed. There are no better
pianists or teachers in the world to-day than wc
have in this country, and of native birth, too. 1‘ 18
high time that we did something to “ take the con
ceit out of” the arrogant, supercilious German
teachers, who, under the specious name of “thoroug
ness,” kill the musical life of pupils instead of fo*'*'
ing it, discourage instead of encouraging the
self-distrustful, and at best attain no better results tn.
mere mechanical correctness. Let us use our own coni
mon-sense and mother-wit instead of allowing ourse * '
to be imposed on by conceited and pretentious humbug9-

art is peculiarly offensive and repugnant.

And she can take the high A.

It is the per¬

Now, my dear Miss

version. sometimes in the grossest form, of something
essentially sound and noble. The ideal which took

surroundings—added, of course, to his personal bent
and capacity in the first place, and his application in

White, do you think if Alicia had half a dozen lessons

violent possession of so many people two decads ago

the second. Of course, the teacher counts for a areat
deal at the beginning, often far too much.

could get her up a note or two higher?

was defective in that quality which is the very substance

with you—I’m afraid there isn’t time for more—yon
so ambitions.’

Dear Alicia is

Well, one has to make some sort of

True cul¬

“ Unhappily, nowadays pupils are content to remain

ture involves a maturing of taste, intellect, and nature
winch comes only with time, tranquillity, and reposeful

picp'U instead of becoming students; they don’t think

said on those occasions, for if I did I should certainly,

at all for themselves (many of them), bnt expect teachers

as Henry James says in one of his books, 1 lose the

associations of the best sort.

to do it all for them.

flower of my self-respect ’ for ever and a day.”

of genuine culture, the quality of ripeness.

The more one cares for it

the less he professes it; the more one comes into posses^
sion of it, the less conscious docs his pursuit of it

toobehevmg.

They are too good, too modest,

They hang on the words of pretentious

answer.

I’m thankful I can’t remember what I ever

From this amusing article, which should be read in its

self-constituted discoverers of methods. Why do n’t they
use their common sense ? They surely must know, when

entirety, we will make a concluding quotation.

maturing and ripening, and it discloses its presence in

they practice, what part of their work is most beneficial

ullucss of knowledge, easy command of resources
maturity and sureness of taste, and that sense of power

w,th
ith

heard singing her mistress’s songs. “She left me,” says
the composer, “to he married to a military gentleman,

which conveys the impression of a large and spontaneous
force playing throngh a rich nature.

In practicing I believe one should devote a certain
amount of tune to pnrely technical work. Without a

Liszt had his Soirees de Vienne!

Why should I be done

out of my Soirees de Broadway?

She once altered one

“ H}H 8 mistake to suppose that this ripening of the
man depends upon a large acquaintance with books
although, in most cases, in these days hooks are indis¬

great deal of technic one is sadly handicapped.

of my melodies to suit her own voice, and did it so

pensable aids. The Attic Greeks, the most genuinely
cultivated people whom the world has yet known had

moreover, have to avoid straining the voice. I nev’e7did
believe in this four-hour-a-day system. If y0„ 3“

very slight contact with books ; but they had the faculty
• • • of getting the soul out of life.”

more in five, then practice if you can stand it physically
and without breaking down yonr nervons system

it herself, my dear.

And here is a paragraph which exactly coincides with
the
summer for culture ” theory. ‘‘Culture does not
come by nature ; it does not come by work even for
strennonsness is the very thing it rids a man of; it comes

Before presenting a work to the public, one should
Wome thoroughly saturated with it ;one should“

compositions, but pays her French cook an enormous
salary to do them for her ! ’ Anyhow, many a startling
story has had no more solid foundation—of that I am

of lying fallow and letting knowledge take possession of
ns
It ,s possible to know a great deal and be wholly

tike, bn?7! “! 1,6 iStrying toavoid making mistekes but should know the composition so well that
mistakes are impossible. Every emotional
1
™ «...
„„

without culture; some scholars are as free from ail

a certain amount of technical for,.* l .

traces of culture as some well-conditioned men are of the

f=et the composition.

charm of good manners. Culture is knowledge become
part of a man’s life; it is not knowledge piled up like

* p,ay in P°b»<- - his feet are

become.

It marks an advanced stage of a general

-many pieces of wood.

It is knowledge absorbed by

meditation into character.

And this process involves

wishes to be ripe as well as active.

To possess one’s

A lot of valuable time is wasted in just this way

wi Uie,o“
allow

I also

mT

utng
T with pianists
Hme t0asPraCticiDS
88 health
It ,s not
with singers
who

b,m of

A pianist’s C^.d

lTe

2

til

ir;:; y0rarhrfor yon’when y- -

but I was more sorry than I can say to part with her.

successfully that, as my nephew would say, I ‘bagged’
the version and consigned my own to the waste paper
basket.

But I had better not go on with this confes¬

sion, or else, before I know where I am, I shall find my'
self face to face with a rumor that ‘She acknowledges
She doesn’t write a note of those

very sure. I now contemplate engaging a German cook
in the hopes that she may turn ont on enthusiastic
Wagnerite,

and

that we may spend pleasant winter

evenings together, ‘am stillen Herd’ running throngh
the ‘ Meistersinger,’ which will be better still!”

—Teach little at a time ought to be written in golden
letters.

We do not eat on Monday morning for the

whole week, or even in the morning for the entire day.

th; abiIi,y 10 keeP one’* hands and
yes idle at times. To get ont of the current without
losing its momentum is the problem of the man who

Wind one must command a certain solitude nud quiet •

Y/rrrr1 can therefore be

Miss

White once had a musical cook, who was often to be

a
climax.

I Xethat t’X* " worki“* «P “> a

Our system can assimilate bnt little at a time. Jnst as
it is with onr physical nature, so it is with our intel
lectnal : it can appropriate hut a limited amount o
knowledge at a time.
If this principle were we^
weighed and observed, the so-called crammingorstufbng
the memory could never take place.

London papers.

One advertiser offered to exchange

to it.

music lessons for washing, and still another offered a
bun and a cup of tea with each lesson. I should dread
teaching in London with such rivals in the field.

BY J. COMFORT.

HERBERT

BENNER

Concert pianist aitji JTeacber

Among many quaint advertisements given by Henry
M. Brooks, in his very interesting “ Olden Time Music ”
is the following—the first from the “Columbian Senti¬

PROFESSIONAL COURTESY.

the musical profession.

334 Gramerey Park

NEW YORK

nel,” December 8, 1797, and the second from an unmentioned source :
“Dr. Flagg, surgeon dentist, intending to embark on
he ship Hancock,’ for Liverpool, requests those to
whom he is indebted to apply for payment. Those in¬

is of some value, of course, but suppose we increase the
space and say—

Just as many paths lead to a distant object, so it is

JVlR- Herbert

How discouraging to an earnest student to find that
he is “ almost ruined ” becausehe did not grow up under
Mr. A’s method, that indeed he is a lucky individual if

Coneeut Pianist

To the lovers of harmonv

he can ever accomplish any thing worth hearing !

Dr. Flagg, if a sufficient number of purchasers offer’
intends to contract in Enrope for the construction 0f a

and

He worries along a few more years, and then lie is

• . . Teaehefi . . ,

number of organs, calculated to play all tunes usually
sung in places of worship, with interludes to each psalm

obliged to change his teacher ; he hopes that Mr. B will
wonder at the proficiency gained through Mr. A s
method ; again he hears only of his “ ruinous condition,”

I he prices will be various-supposed from 60 to 300 £.

and he expresses himself most vigoronsly against all

No money to be paid until the instruments are delivered
“N. B.—The construction of the organs will be
adapted to play all the tunes and pieces of music which

Studio
334

Neui Yot>k

■Announcements
forwarded to
those Interested

iTthml

8<'lenCe’ they ShaU bC iustrncted in ‘he newest

Q PECIMEN pr(

Gramerey Pack

“Samuel Wadsworth begs to inform the public,
but the female sex m particular, that be has opened a

If any of the .sex are desirous of being instructed in this

be furnishet

—Muceini.”

out of every musical dictionary.

If any teacher is thor¬

students desiring
with Mr. Benner i

own success, as well as his, will be assured, unless under¬

Exair

ducted at his sti

mined by outside influence ; their confidence in him may

Tuesday at

be destroyed by a thoughtless comment, and sometimes

with

2

P. M

sufficient

p

immediately

*

it is a comment spoken with thought.

If this thorough

trust in the teacher’s ability to guide their work wisely be

will be admitted
<

To music sweet pray lend an ear;

Make Music, Harmony your choice.’

methods and against all method-makers.
Would that this word “method” could be struck
ough and conscientious, his pupils will soon kuow it and
will justly value what he does for their benefit. Their

plication.

^ e female Sex I pray draw near,

Young virgins all wlih beauteous voice,

and all of his adherents decry every method but his
own.
reasonable to suppose that different methods may pro¬
duce equally good results.

by which to insure him a favorable reception in Europe
He hopes a hint is sufficient to those who have long ex'

singing-school for their use at his dwelling-house to be
kept on Tuesday and Friday evenings, from 6 to 9 o’clock

Outsiders are continually puzzled as to why

musical success should seem impossible, unless a teacher

induqtensable recommendations in a foreign country
there is an absolute necessity of his receiving payments

any Particular pansh may require, with every direction
adapted to the most simple capacity.”

Surely there should be some

standard to govern the conduct of one teacher toward
another.

debted to him are informed that as cash is one of the

penenced his indulgence.

In no other profession are the rules so lax as to what
is and what is not “ professional ” as is the ease with

These additional notices relieve the advertiser!
monotony and make it stand ontupon the page v,
the card would not be so prominent

once shaken, his usefulness, so far as they are concerned,
is at an end. While there is so mnch work to do, it
would seem wiser, and certainly kinder, if ea<‘'
teacher did his best, and hoped for appreciation of
his honest efforts, that had never been weakened by an
attempt to crush or belittle those belonging to the same
profession.

Rubinstein. “ As an interpreter of the masters, Rubin¬
stein is somewhat erratic, seeming to treat the piece in
hand as if it were an improvisation, and often paying
small respect to the composer’s intentions. His inter¬
pretations also vary with his mood. ” Such is Fillmore’s
criticism, written at the time when Rubinstein was
astonishing the world with his wonderful technic and
fiery grace.
He contrasted widely with von Billow
whose technic was fully his equal, but in whom the per¬
ceptive

faculty was the dominant phase.

Intelligent

rendition and faithful interpretation made von BUlow
the great artist that he was. Liszt, like Rubinstein was
a consummate virtuoso.
His object was to astoffish.
W ith his brilliant pyrotechnics, the use of double trills
arpeggios and runs, he well accomplished it. He dazzled
*
^ a tUspIaj °f W0,K,erful ‘orce, and thus
reached the rank he sought for-the Paganini of the
pianoforte. W hatever he played, he stamped the name
of Liszt upon it, and whatever he undertook to interpret
was saturated with the personality of Liszt

musician who faithfully follows it; whereas there is no

doubt if there is any trade so full of tricks as that of music

business in the world more precarious and uncertain

teaching.

than that in connection with operatic and concert work

you must have a guide who has been taking large parties

It you would scale the great musical ParniMus

This is largely caused by the fickleness of the public
taste, which ever demands something new in the way of

up its cliffs for years, and who knows every little foot¬
hold by which one may reach its heights.

amusements, so that it is impossible for many organiza¬
tions to continue to enjoy the favor of the public for

or so is very apt to forget his early struggles with the

A student who has been studying music for ten years

One can count on the fingers of one

difficulties of time and technic, so that a beginner offers

hand the number of concert companies in this country

as difficult a problem for him to teach as if he had never
been one himself.

ong at a time.

which are able to get through one year without disband

If one knows every step which should be pursued in
Only a few musicians, and those of the highest possie talent, are able to make a comfortable living from
concert engagements alone in the United States

The

rest have to be content with teaching alone, or with
teaching supplemented with a few concert engagements
or a short concert tour each year.
g
* ’
No music student should continue his studies a day

teaching, music teaching is not the frightful occupation
which one would think it was, to j udge by the complaints
of teachers.

If a perfect routine is followed, and the

teacher builds the foundation carefully first,—instead of
starting on the roof and working downward in producing
his musical house,—it is not more wearing or brain-fagging
than any other of the professions, provided one does not
teach too many hours of the day.

If teachers will only

X, that
t,, te;he
;eI10tl,Wbli,,g
t0 at
tCaCh’
U “time
Penally
certain
will have to,
leastf°r
some
during

teach their pupils to think for themselves, and will only

is life. He should look the matter squarely in the face
and learn as much about the teachimr
,
’

teach them the principles of music, instead of simply
giving them so many pieces to play at church sociables,

tWe.W°U!d hODOr von Biilow>
in so doing,
we must not underestimate Rubinstein. One was no less
a genius than the other. Both possessed a common pur!

Unfortunately, too little attention is giventoThe art of
teaching in onr conservatories and colleges
Fvrrvii,-

the work would not be so difficult.

pose, but their means of attaining it were widely differ-

else is taught to perfection, except the mos't impoXni "of

The virtuoso occupies a unique position, a position
which does not overlap that of the artist. They are dis
IT'

ent
One ignored himself in the interpretation of a
master s thought and humbled himself in the endeavor
to present the creator', version of the work in hand. The
other made his personality prominent, and stamped inter¬
pretation with his individuality.

normtuchlrn

^ ’H" "

given the opportunity of learning C^ch^fore thT
take regular positions. Thereshonld Bo
••
6y

t
b.«zPi;.7;"^

» quits a mistake to think that “culture” means
to paint a little, to sing a little, to dance a little, and to
quote passages from the latest popular books. As a mat¬

obliged to go i^o the

ter of fact, culture means nothing of the kind.

>T

Culture

.jus

’

m

-

teacher is

means mastery over self, politeness, charity, fairness
good temper, and good conduct.

Culture is not a thing

make a display of; it is something to use so modestly
that people do not discover all at once that you have it

——*■ - - a jsssits st

Why would it not be a good plan for musical schools
and colleges, as well as private teachers, to set apart a
certain time for the instruction of pupils in the art of
teaching. Pupils could be procured in any number from
the ranks of those who are too poor to take lessons.
These pupils could be taught by members of the normal
class, in rotation, under the direction of one of the best
teachers in the institution, he pointing out the best way
of instructing the pupil. Pupils of different grades, troni
beginners to the most advanced, could be instructed in
the presence of the class by the members and by the
teacher, and in this way the prospective teachers would
gain an admirable insight into the principles, and would
save themselves years of bungling, in which they would
have to find out all the methods of successful instruction
by experience.
I believe the reason why the Germans excel to such
a great degree in the art of music teaching is to be found
in the fact that such a large number of German schools
and conservatories have the class system, in which three
or four pupils take their lessons in class, and thus hear
one anothers’ lessons
They gain a great insight into the
art of teaching in this way.
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which it is given, the year, and the name of the person
securing it. All this can be done upon a very small
surface, and medals in silver or gold can be obtained at
the cost of a few dollars.
been noted.

The following results have

Greater interest, better work, more careful attention,
and a valuable experience arise from a test of this kind ;
a mental discipline, as it were. Whatever furnishes
a healthful stimulus to the mind is good in its general
results. But try the system for yourself.

TWO SCHOOLS OF ORGAN PLAYING.
8tudio of Miss Elizabeth Westgate.

Organ playing may be divided generally into two

schools.

In one the organ is treated as an orchestra,

the production of orchestral effects being sought, while
the other holds that the organ has so noble a tone quality
and so many resources of its own that it need not ser¬

The curtains at the windows are of a plain net, as
thin as possible.

There are no portieres at the wide

opening between the studio and library.
consist mainly of musical subjects.

The pictures

very life of all poetic music.

I inclose a picture of n*

studio, which is arranged with that idea in view.

Th

wainscoting and all the woodwork is dark green, whi

I belong to the latter

There is not, strictly speaking, an ornament in the

the paper above is maroon. The ceiling is tinted a lig1
yellow, and the colors blend harmoniously and produc

school. Berlioz said : “The organ is Pope ; the orches¬
tra, Emperor.” In other words, each is supreme in its
own way.

room.
There are some bowls and jars for holding
flowers, and plenty of candlesticks (for on some occa¬

a very charming effect. My two other rooms are dift
ent, the reception room being a bright, brilliant r

sions we like the half-light which a dozen candles give)

I am utterly opposed to the playing of orchestral

The tone of the room-walls, floor, etc.-is sage-green

vilely imitate the orchestra.

works on the organ.

The rendition of orchestral pieces

on it, in an attempt to reproduce the orchestral color of
the original scoring, is, to my mind, deplorable enough.
As between orchestra and organ, each has its great
qualities and its faults. The organ has a certain solidity
of resonance, while the orchestra’s resonance is restless
feverish.

The organ holds, sustains.

On the other

hand, one of the great faults of the organ is its lack of
attack, or slowness of response.

Here I may refer to a

fault in technic which is often found.

Many organists

with a touch of daffodil-yellow in the cushions of the
settle.
Close to the piano, and built under the north window
is a set of book-shelves, containing all the useful books

on music which I can find.
easily consulted.

These authorities may he

I use a long bench, considering the revolving stool an
abomination.

at a

fifty gnests are frequently present here
pupils’
mu»icale, the studio and library being used and the

think it wise not to press down the key too quickly or

chiurs placed as in a concert-hall.

too far.

as large would be better. Public recitals by the students
are held in a church.

I think, on the contrary, that the full pressure

of the finger should be made at once, and the key held
down solidly until released.—Alexandre Gvilmant.

—Little ideas and big successes never go together.

But a stndio twice

As this is a small city of 20,000 inhabitants, a stndio
m the home seems best.
A shut-off room for waiting pupils has not been found
necessary ; for those whose lessons connect have become

and my library and office in light terra-cotta.
The piano, of course, should he placed where it ffl

obtain the best light. The round, modern, wiggle?
stool is undoubtedly the most foolish, and, besides
the most cruel invention for the torture of piano p ay
and should not be tolerated.
,
The stndio should have a reception room, lorj
reasons ; and I prefer to have still a third room, lo
and library to transact my business.
_nd
A stndio should seat about 100 people. Musi . n(j
better in a large room (especially ensemble, eig
^
etc.); it is more imposing, and gives a teacher a
throngh frequent recitals and lectures, to create. ^
cal atmosphere and gather around him a circle 0
|f^
cal friends. The studio should be centra-pfluenG
away from home and its domestic and prosaic i
o
—such as the rattling of dishes, the crying ot a
even the peaceful but little inspiring odors ol t i
in preparation.
. e mir
The appearance of a studio will always be •
, e,jie
ror of the artistic quality of a teacher, and snow ^ ^
with him. teaching is a business and then art (■ L
art with business as an inevitable appendix.

to the Grand Opera and the Opera Comique, and to coufine himself to these factors of his musical education, not
attempting to do or hear much else while studying.'
The expense of living here is a serious obstacle to
students at all limited in financial resources.

A year in

Paris costs twice as much as in any German city, andone
is not nearly so comfortable. The average table is meager,
and, in spite of the French reputation for culinary skill!

which Calvfi has been engaged for next season, which
gives four performances a week of grand opera in the
most magnificent opera house to the most magnificent
audience in the world, there is the Opeia Comique
smaller and less pretentious,

but with an

excellent

picked company, giving first-rate representations every
night, mostly of the lighter and more modern works
with such stars as de Lnssan and her peers in the lead¬
ing roles.

not of the best, except at a few of the high-priced restau¬
rants, where the fabulous dinners, at several dollars
apiece, are beyond

the reach of the ordinary student,

liooms are dear, usually ill-furnished and ill-kept, as well
as hard to find.

French housekeepers, despitea certain

outside elegance, are not, in comparison to the German
Ilansfrau ’ and the New England

housewife,

either

The student is thus furnished with an abundance of
the best models, not only in vocalization and artistic
delivery, but of interpretation, in all the best ancient
and modern operas of the French and Indian schools
and many of the German as well, even including War¬
ner.

The world’s greatest singers are to be heart hefe

Most of the available

requently, either as members of the two companies

rooms are from three toseven flights up, with no elevator ;

referi ed to, or in guest roles at the operas and in cou-

very thorough or very cleanly.

and even with these disadvantages, it is diflieult to get
comfortable board and lodging

for less than

$2.00 a

day, with fire, lights, etc., all extra, except wine, which,
strange to say, is thrown in everywhere without charge'.
Concert and opera tickets are much higher here than

STS; arh are Pr0Verbia,ly l0VerS “d ^
In the way of vocal instruction, Paris offers a bewil¬
dering choice of masters and methods, and it is a des¬
perately difficult matter to select wisely among them

anywhere else in Europe, and though the former are

Here are scores of eminent teachers, every one of then!

largely given away to secure an audience, one wastes his

earning to have the only true and relfable rnethoT

time night after night going on free tickets in the hope

all citing famous and successful singera as Dunils

of hearing something worth while, only to be disap¬

demonstrate their ability and the correctness of toeto

i ’

pointed, and has to pay two or three dollars for a chance

theories,-many of them, indeed, claiming the

to hear the really interesting things, the quality of the

artists as pupils,-all abusing each other af cllrl- ans

average run of concerts being much below that even in
the smaller German cities.

or ignoramuses, and no two of them

agreeing at' inv

I will say distinctly at the outset that Paris is no place
for the piano student.

The playing of even the leading

1 rench pianists is, almost without exception, clear-cut
faultless in technical

detail,

brilliant to the

extreme

hut

drearily cold and formal, lifeless and soulless, devoid of
either poetry or passion, and strangely enough, with all
its .sparkle and digital dexterity, wholly lacking in real
fire.

As a man plays, so he will teach, and the much-

vaunted French school of pianism has, in my opinion
very 1 ittle but cold glitter and polished elegance to recom¬
mend it.

A good deal, no doubt, is due to the pianos

c^a^rt^rrtun,s to the
»^n, 'a hmg-elSh“J
institution, for safety and authority
and oldest school of the kind in

ids Lf,
‘
J L‘8 18 the Ingest

she happens to take a special interest.
The only remaining real representative of the o
Garcia school in I’aris is the veteran 1’rofessor De
Sedie.
He is upward of seventy, and noticeably faili
in some ways, is accused by- other teachers of bei
antiquated and narrow, and far from np to da
especially in the matter of repertoire.
But he is gen
and conscientious, is never heard to abuse his contem
poraries, or known to use underhand meausto lure pup
from other teachers to himself; and whatever his mer
or demerits otherwise, is said never to have ruined
voice, in itself the highest recommendation. He has
superb record and a vast experience behind him, a
from what I have been able to learn of his careful wo
with his many pupils, he impresses me as the safest an
most reliable, if not the most energetic, teacher oi t
lot for voice building, especially to be recommended

pupils with delicate voices or unstable health.
The most fashionable and aristocratic voice teacher
present in Paris is Trabadelo, whose stndio is a marv
ot snmptuous elegance, adorned with palms, picture
and statuary.
A fine oil portrait of Emma Dimes, i
scribed “From your devoted pupil,” is conspicuous
hung, and visiting cards from various artistic and soci
notabilities are displayed upon the tables, with appa
ently careless care.
He has high prices, a large class,
supposed to be occupied from early morning until late
night, but always manages to find time for the new
comers.
He has many fine voices in his class, thoug
whether this is the cause or the effect of his reputatio
is hard to say.
Professor Bouhy stands high, both in and out of tM
profession, and is certainly one of the best teachers he
for the classic style and coaching in operatic roles.
is in constant demand among ninny of the singers at
grand opera, and is himself a thorough artist, with
brilliant public career behind him, but is rather given
forcing the voice.
In bis striving for dramatic inteusi
he often crosses the safety-line.
If one has a io >
voice with plenty of power, backed by a first-c

physique, he is an excellent teacher, but not
There are many other teachers here, of somewhat
celebrity, but the choice for the new-comer is' aI L
difficult, and in many cases erroneously made, a
advice for the individual is well-nigli impossible.
To sum up the results of my experiences and obse
tions in regard to the comparative advantages ofler
American students by the various musical cen .
abroad, I should state that my first choice for thcP1®
would be always Berlin; for the vocalist, Milam
ence, or Dresden; for the violinist, Berlin or Pans ,
for the student of composition, Berlin or Munich.

The

freely of certain unusual details in voice culture, and in

French song-writer charms first by his resource; his

must comprehend and teach the French repertory.

going outside of the beaten path of trite observations

efforts for good tone are made ” (and besides “ effort

music is fairly teeming with fancy, bewildering con¬

and glittering generalities.

he might add

trasts in the matter of light and shade, extreme deli¬
cacy, and wealth of suggestion.
original.

Just reflect a moment, you confident young teacher,

tone straight through the nose, provided other necessa

“precautions,” as he does in anoth

place, referring to the fault of guttural compression

It must be sung in the

as you exclaim that your professor in Paris, or London,

connection with this nasal intention).

French is no less the court language in Amer¬

or New York, or wherever, “never said anything about

makes a very acute observation to the effect that, thou

ica than it is in Russia or Italy.

And the student of

that,” and that it must, therefore, be wrong.

If you

Mr. Gallop th

the mechanical development of the voice requires

singing who is a stranger to the fascinations of the

will get out of your ruts of thought here and there, you

practice with

French tongue in song and speech has not yet secured

may find your way into picturesque and profitable paths

quality of tone does not come under these condition

his passport to the charmed circle of the court.

of investigation.

This touches upon another of the propositions previous

It is

the duty of every teacher to insist upon familiarity with
French, and no greater stimulus can be employed than
the beauties of the French vocal repertory.

While the

International Copyright Law has somewhat distnrbed the
serenity with which we could be assured that a book of
imported French songs were gems, yet the rule holds
fairly good that a song worthy the attention of an
American publisher has sufficient merit in it to justify
at least a passing interest.

Saint-Saens,

Massenet,

Thomas,

Godard,

Delibes.

laid down in this series, namely, “ The voice when p

large enough to discriminate between the end in view

duced with the greatest ease and freedom is colorle

and the means used to reach it.

When one sings an as¬

cending scale, is the general tendency toward tightness
or looseness of muscular conditions?

To get a higher

pitch, do we ordinarily tighten or loosen something ? Do
yon know what sympathetic muscular action means ? Is
it possible for the muscles about the palatal region to be¬

tone?

(If you think not, just secure the services of a

shouting tenor who carries a “ white, ” hard, open tone
up to G- and A-flat; or of a hollow-toned contralto who

Not less characteristic or attractive is the music of
many Scandinavian writers.

The doors of the musical

North have only recently opened outward, and even yet
we are denied the inner beauties of their music, for the
Swedish and Danish languages will hardly for many
years to come be added to the attainments of our musi¬
cians.

that question of

the nasal tone, and try to keep the scope of your thought

come too tight, too constrained for the best interests of

Among the better French writers may be mentioned
Gounod,

Take, for example,

These languages, however, like the German, are

susceptible of translation, and we have many examples
of beautiful songs by Grieg

and

his contemporaries

which have received masterful treatment at the bands of
the translators, and are well worthy the attention of the
student of singing in their Anglicized form.

prides herself upon her climax upon high notes.

They

will furnish you with some data upon this subject ) An¬
other question : Does the act of opening the passage be¬
tween the throat and the nasal cavity incline to relax or
to exert the palatal muscles?

How, by means of the

sense of hearing, may we tell when tone is taken with
palate relaxed ?

Do you begin to see the possibility of

temporary use-very brief and fleeting, let ns hope-of a
nasal tone in vocal practice ?

At this point the opponent

in this argument may vindicate his opposition by mak
ing a throaty nasal tone, declaring his conviction that
there is no place in voice culture for a sound like that.

Before closing this series we must not overlook the
fact that there is a new and strange people who are
inviting us to listen to their music.
has

relinquished

the sword

for

The doughty Slav

the pen, and we are

dancing to his rhythms, and through his songs are learn¬
ing of his rude chivalry, loving as he loves, hating as he
hates, and
Such

is

sobbing with him

the wonderful and

in his helpless sorrow.

tongue and palate devitalized, the b

Let us commend him for his conviction if we can not for
his discernment.

without expression.”

And

this leads me to refer

another correspondent of mine among the profession, o

whose name I will not give, for though I should spe

of his ability in certain directions as transcendent, a

I have learned many things from him which I value ve

highly, I am going to refer to him as having the usu
complement of human limitations, and we, none of

like to have this sort of thing mentioned except in t
strictest pri vacy.

I have heard some of his pupils si

with a freedom of tone production that was nothi
short of phenomenal, but the tones were not such

we are accustomed to expect of the human voice; th
suggested some newly discovered instrument.
Emotional quality comes into the voice by means

the resistance which opposing or modifying actions ex
upon voice production.

The voice that “ trembles

emotion ” is one in which favoring and opposing actio
about counterbalance

each

other.

When

the vo

“chokes with emotion ” the opposing actions overb
ance.

There are times when the emotional tone, a so

of orotund voice, is more powerful than the less e

pressive “ white ” quality, and so might perhaps lie eo
sidered more free in its emission.

But in this case

hears the effort by which more room is obtained 'n
Let us put the proposition in another form.

But first

an illustration : Supposing that a certain part of a me¬
chanical contrivance-wire, paper, or any flexible substance

which should stand upright has become bent to

an angle of

forty-five degrees, which course will be

throat for the action

of the vocal organs,

which, though it colors the

the

0

tone and secures gn-s

power, takes away the impression of ease and tr
Pedagogically, ease and freedom of tone delivery ®
come first, and then may come with proper effec

mysterious power of the
more likely to restore it to the desired perjiendioular

modifying

influences, which

give

the tone

express

it must follow that there is controversy on subjects such
as these, but the author is at pains to state the reasons for
his conclusions.

sired shall happen.

flush of pride at the compliment. “ Do yon really thin

The meeting of the violinist with a great pianist, in a
most romantic manner as described, is one of the 'most

The book contains 426 pages, with elaborate index,
and is a perfect mine of information on the subject, and
incidentally on many other cognate questions. It should
be in every mnsical library, since it gives most valuable
information in a convenient form.

charming pastorals in modern literature.

The author, in his preface, says,

nish the more somber color.
We recommend this book as a pure, wholesome story

most invariable feature in novels dealing with art life*

tion

it is

“no

more

than

the

AGES OF COMPOSERS.

hands.”

enumeration and

explanation of the formal designs and methods of struct¬

The

following table of the ages attained by fifty-three

ural treatment in the homophonic domain of mnsical

of the best known composers has been compiled • Anber

composition.”

attained the age of 89, Bach 65, Beethoven 57, Berlioz 60

Having kept this in mind, we can say

that the author has produced a book which should be

Boieldieu 60 Brahms 64, von Billow 64, Cherubini 82

helpful to the student of composition or analysis, and to

Chopin 40, dementi 80, Cornelius 50, Cramer 87. Doni-

the teacher a work which can easily form the basis of

Doz88’ Fi?,d 52-Fran* 77> «uck 73, GOnnod
., Haltvy 65 Handel 74, Hauptmann 74, Haydn 74

class instruction.

We understand that a work on Poly¬

phonic Forms of Composition is to follow.

We quote the

following principles of criticism given to the composer:
1. Is the

work

sufficiently melodious,

and

is

its

melodic delineation striking, agreeable, and ingenious?

Heller 74

Hiller 74, Hummel 4!),

Krentzer

09

Fr’

Lachner 86, Orlando di Lasso 74, Liszt 75, Lortzing 48
Lowe 73, Marschner 66, Mehul

54,

Mendelssohn 38

Meyerbeer 73, Moscheles 79, Mozart 35, Paganini 58

2. Is the formal design rational and clear?

Palestrina 80, Raff 60, Rameau 81

3. Is its rhythmic structure distinct and effective?

stem 66 Scarlatti 74, Schubert 31, Schumann 46, SchUtz

4. Does it contain sufficient harmonic and modulatory
fullness and charm?
5. Is the demand of contrast adequately respected,
and the bane of monotony avoided ?
6. Is it written conveniently and sensibly, with regard
to the technic of
designed ?

the instrument

for

which

it

Rossini 75

l>. i • ’

8i, Smetana 00, Spohr 75, Spontini 77 Tartini 78
bert 80, Wagner 70, and Welier 40.

t
’ Ta"'

That is, 80 years were reached by Auber ChemW;
C enienti, Cramer, Dorn, Lachner, /alest^^ *’
Scbutz, and Tauberfc • 70 fn
’

is
Wr,

8. Does it sound as well as it looks upon the paper?

Tartini, and

M.)sf:h,l(:3

Eo,,lni

Wagner

s'JC

i

T"

Tl„

say it will be performed after the works of Haydn
Mozart, Beethoven, and Meyerbeer are forgotten.”

Composer.—“ Really ? ”
Critic.—“Yes, but not till then.”

— Baron Haussmann was a fellow-pupil with berlio
at the Paris Conservatory, then under the direction
Cherubini.
Berlioz was an unruly genius, and wro
music when lie should have been studying conn
poiut.
Consequently he was not in favor with
teachers, and especially with tlie precise and
claS3
cal ” Cherubini.
,
One examination day, as Hanssmann relates 1®
“ Memories,” Cherubini was miming over a piecew
Berlioz had submitted, when he came upon a comp

rest of two measures.
(lirM
“ What is that?” he asked, in his usual lll-n®
ne.
,
tone.
“ Mr. Director,” said the pupil, “ I wished to Pr0(
an effect which I thought could best he produce
si lence. * *
“Ah, you thought it would produce a good effect npo

“■*»•» «■««...

Wullner, 66.—“ Conner.”

“ Yes, sir.”
“Very good.

mi
Suppress

the rest; the' effect

better still.”

M-aart, ScbobM.'i",

Prof. Banister belonged to the conservative school of
English musicians, and whenever his thought impinged

Composer.—“ I hope you like my new opera.”
Critic.—“Oh, it’s good enough in its way, aod I da

the audience if you suppressed two measures .

7. Is its title appropriate?

INTERLUDES. Seven Lectures.
By the late Henry
C. Banister. Collected and edited by Stewart
Macpherson.
Macmillan Company. f!2.(K)

—A family was discussing music when one memb
strove to recall tlie name of a certain composer.
“I can’t remember it to save my life,” she sai
although it is on my tongue’s end.
As near as I c
come to it, his name is Doorknob.”
“Doorknob!” repeated one of the others. “The
is no composer whose name sounds anything like tha
I ’ll go over a few names—Beethoven, Mendelssoh

Wagner, Haydu, Handel”—
“That’s it,” interrupted the forgetful one. “B
Handel.
I knew it was something you seized with yo

“The book lays no

claim to furnishing clues to the subtle art of composi¬

“1 certainly do,” continued the heartless husban
“otherwise it would have been worn out long ago.”

The misun¬

derstandings of the two other principal characters fur¬

with none of the moral lapses which seem to be an al¬
THE HOMOPHONIC FORMS OF MUSICAL COM¬
POSITION.
By Percy Goetschius. G. Schirmer
$1.50.

so?”

, V eidi, 8t>;

—A school-lxiy, called upon to define Melody
^
mouy, wrote : “ Define Melody you hear itlsaV u
melody, etc., etc., and Harmony suppose a P®.
^
down and a piece, and somebody else sat 1
played something that, went with it, you wou
'
harmonized.”
This yo.uug gentleman is hi *
to obtain a certificate from some examining hoiy-

natures, as exemplified in their wonderful, lofty mythol¬

I have received Clarke's “Dictionary,” and aui d
lighted with it.
Sadie I. Johnson.

ogy, filled all with the rich coloring of strongly contrast¬
ing

harmonies.

Of all the Scandinavian

composers

Grieg has caught the racial character most admirably
and developed a kind of music that is pronouncedly in¬
dividual.

“The Dance Caprice ” has all those charac¬

teristics that have given Grieg his fame as a composer

I received the last package of music On Sale, for which
I am very grateful. The selections are carefully made
and are appreciated by my pupils as well as myself.

sui generis.

Lizzie Richardson.

“The Valsk Caprice,”

by Frank

L. Eyer, is a

pleasing work, which, as implied in the title, is not to

received “Masters and Their Music,” by W. S. B
Mathews, and think it is a splendid book.
1

Nellie Arenz.

be rendered in a wooden, metronomically exact tempo.
The rendering of a caprice should suit the spirit that
conceived it.

Modern lyric compositions are much more

the expression of moods than

the development of a

*
don’s “Foundation Materials” a very
excellent book for young beginners ; am very wed
pieased with it, and like it better than any other
method I have ever used heretofore.
y

musical idea, as is the case in the classical forms, and a
caprice
moods.

invites

a great variety,

even contrariety, in

The player has ample room for the infusing of

Mrs. Henderson.
of‘MS“ ™rd a,nd Fourth Grade Pieces,” like all
ciallv' M

heWS works- 18 very good, the remarks espe-

R. E. Gutterman.

his own individuality in such a piece.

For

those who are interested in ensemble playing we

give a lively, taking piece, “Goldfish

Jn!!”1™ satisfied and much pleased with the “ Prononncing Dictionary of Musical Terms ” bv Dr flurL-o

Polka,” by A.

Goerdeler, in dance rhythm that is easy of execution and
simple of understanding.

Steadiness and firmness of

My pupils are delighted with “Landon’s Method.”

rhythm are indispensable.

Mrs. Annie Gleason.

Our two vocal numbers are gems of the first water.
Mr. Nicholas Douty’s charming setting of a dainty lyric
“My Sweetheart,” will surely please teachers, pupils’
and singers.

mart satisfactory S““'°h lo“ilh°“" “

Miss

au artistic singer.
Welsh air, “All Through the Night, ” as arranged

by Mr. W. J. Baltzell, should prove a piece that will go
into the repertoire of every singer who sees it.
companiment is an

The ac¬

entirely new arrangement, made

The Etude,

tributes materially to the musicianly value of the song.

a. Braithwaite.

t£g“i£l,b.S,thI'“e “* mroirrf'

Oora E. Lire.

•SfJtaSi

r"

had I selected it myself
J

and adds to the simplicity of

the melody a slightly elaborated background that con¬

Jr.‘hi"k

'

6

beenT better suited
Lida Huff.

‘1

mrs. Mabel Van Schoonhovkn.

The accompanist has no slight responsibility in playing
his part.

I have received the “ Dance Album ” and “ Third an
Fourth Grade Pieces,” by Mathews, and wish to s
that, like everything else connected with The Etude
they are the best there are to be had.
Lou I. Richmond.

I desire to acknowledge the reception of the copy se
me of the “ First Dance Album. ” It is one of the bes
if not the best, collections of that style of mnsic that
have ever seen.
Miss Johnnie Sanders.
I find the “Duet Hour” a very pleasing collection
easy duets.
Mbs. C. R. Foksteb.

The “Duet Hour” is sure to be much sought afte

for since they are all pretty, and yet so very simple,
will serve the purpose of a sight-reading book too, an
nothing is so inspiring for a young player as to be ap»
of such a musical pleasure as reading duets at sig
To my knowledge, it is the first hook published to a
this particular place, and surely will lie most helpm
teachers and pupils.
Mrs. Mame B. Pake

I am a subscriber to The Etude, which I find to b
almost indispensable to me as a teacher.
Mrs. W. B. FbAZKB-

It is the work

of a composer who is an experienced teacher as well as

especially for

°f

It will admit of much artistic work both

in articulation and in tone production.

The

The “Dance Album” of easy mnsic recently issu
by yon possesses the following merits : (1) A strict fir
class edition at less cost than similar editions publishe
by other firms ; (2) pleasing and instructive music
good variety ; (3) carefully graded as to difficulty.
George H. Carr.

The addition of sacred words that may be

Allow me to thank you for The Etude ; it bas 8^
me more real aid in my work than any other n
used, by keeping me in touch with the music
and giving me such valuable hints on how and « •
nse in teaching music.
I know that I have done _j
more valuable and satisfactory work, and
P
take much more interest in their work since n
I shall always try to have every one ot my P P

read it.
.
m0
The musical works yon send out are of * ® aB
valuable assistance to me also.
May The D
the Theo. I’resser publishing house continue
prosperous.
FANNIE RHODE*-

a nnSr^feyeamDLdZ11'8 “T?uch and Technic” for
from any other system.

” ° ’ m“? W.'g.’pSiS!"

I enjoy

The Etude.

It

is

always full

Mrs. Belle

C.

Waldo.

25.000 SOLD.

LANDON’S

REED ORGAN METHOD

Two Exercisers,—one
heavy and one light,
with attachment for
window frame, door
frame or floor, or loop
on foot, . - - $1.00
Same with base stand¬
ard and catch, $2.00

BY CHARLES W. LANDON.
Discount to the Profession.

PRICE $1.50.

FOREIGN FINGERING.

This piece comes under the head of light classics;
makes one of the best teaching pieces now published;
style of piece is very similar to Louis Du Bal; should
become very popular.

No. 5. QUEEN OF BEAUTY
Otto Heinxman.

WALTZES. By

This is without exception the prettiest set of waltzes
published in years, about No. 3 Grade; very melodious
and well written.
We recommend this piece to the
attention of teachers, believing it to be specially well
adapted for teaching purposes.

J. STRONG,
INVENTOR AND PATENTEE.

The pieces are selected from the best composers and
are copiously annotated, and each piece has a lesson in
which every point is fully explained and every possible
help given the pupil.

The method is superior in many practical points to
those in general use.

300 Fulton St.,
BROOKLYN, N. Y.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

Portraits of great Musician*
MOZART. LISZT, WAGNER,
MENDELSSOHN AND BEETHOVEN.
HANDEL, RUBINSTEIN CHOPIN

harmony,

The left hand is especially developed. Every feature
of technic is unfolded by beautiful pieces, thus doing
away with a long series of dry and taste-destroying ex-

AT THE PIANO,
INSPIRATION.

6rC1868<

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

The latest, greatest, and best march ever written by
Mr. Pauli.
Twenty thousand copies printed the first
issue; a bright, stirring composition; good from start to
finish.
The finale gives a special treatment of the tune
“ America,” that makes it thrilling and effective. Don’t
fail to order a copy of this piece.

LIPB SIZE, 22 x 28 INCHES.

It is carefully graded, no difficulties appearing until
they are prepared for by the preceding pieces. Every
new thing is fully, clearly, and concisely explained and
illustrated. Not only how to do a thing is shown, but
the whys and wherefores are given. Every piece is es¬
Price 50 cents, net.
pecially arranged for the Rked Organ ; they are not
Piano music, nor are they Pipe Organ pieces. Further¬
more, the pieces are arranged to bring out the best ef¬
fects that the Reed Organ is capable of so finely giving. Prio. si oo
p°lUBERT> ™ HAYDN.
In short, the book treats the Reed Organ as a Reed
SI.00. Postage and Tubs, to its. Extr*
Organ, the music all being arranged on that basis
OTHBHS TO FOLLOW
Many new and charming effects are shown. Every piece
is fully annotated, fingered intelligently, effectively
inSuced"^^? ** greatest satisfaphrased, and the expression indicated. The theory of tior^'wherever
was $4.50 each w ho„i
fo"nyr price for these
phrasing and expression is thus taught. The “ Reed
Organ Touch ” is taught, a hitherto neglected feature in elegant Studio, Music Room o^arlor.''“ f<>r the m0St
the study of this favorite instrument. Touch, as here
taught, makes the player far superior to the ordinary
Sum* "Mjf“
performer on this instrument.

THEO. PRESSER, Pnblisher,

No. 6. AMERICA FOREVER ! MARCH. ByET. Pauli.

Price 50 cents each, net.

SEE WHAT WE OFFER.
We believe the above pieces to be the best
published in their class, and in order to introduce
them fully and give the readers of The Etude an
opportunity to obtain them at special low rates,
we agree to furnish any one copy selected for 25
cents, or any four copies for 75 cents, or all six
copies for 81.00. This is less than wholesale rates.
In making an order be sure to mention this “ad
in The Etude, otherwise the rate will be 25 cents
a copy throughout. Our editions are the hand¬
somest issued by any publisher; amounts for 1®S
than 81.00 can be sent in postage stamps. Make
out a sample order and write for full catalogue
containing 30 pages of music, sent free, postpaidAddress all orders and communications to the

Publishers.

Any or .ntarn* and «Bt by „pre8g wheQ

E. T. PAULL MUSIC CO.,
AddreM

THEO. PRESSER, PHILADELPHIA.

44 West 29th St., New York.

